
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

To encourage collaboration pupils could work together on 

their predictions and also have the opportunity to peer 

assess  each others answers. There is also the opportunity 

to have class discussion at the prediction stage and also to 

discuss the outcomes at the end of the task. 

The aim of the exercise is to challenge pupils to think about 

what they have read and then predict what will follow.  

You will need to provide pupils with a piece of text which is 

broken down into chunks (ideally on separate pages so they 

cannot glance at the following piece). 

Pupils are to read the first piece of text and then write 

down their predictions as to what will follow. 

Pupils can then read the next piece of text and then 

compare their answers with what they have read. 

Be aware that this is an activity designed to focus on the 

pupils and not teacher talk. Be concise in your explanation. 
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STARTER: GROUP ACTIVITY 
A lesson starter activity which involves groups or 3 or 
more.  

STARTER: INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY 
A lesson starter activity which involves pupils working 
as individuals. 

 

STARTER: PAIRED ACTIVITY 
A lesson starter activity which involves pupils working 
in pairs.  

STARTER: TEACHER LED ACTIVITY 
A lesson starter activity which is led by the teacher 
with the pupils following the guidance given. 

 

LESSON ACTIVITY: GROUPS 
A main lesson activity which involves groups or 3 or 
more.  

LESSON ACTIVITY: INDIVIDUAL 
A main lesson activity which involves pupils working as 
individuals. 

 

LESSON ACTIVTIY: PAIRS 
A main lesson activity which involves pupils working in 
pairs.  

LESSON ACTIVITY: TEACHER LED 
A main lesson activity which is led by the teacher with 
the pupils following the guidance given. 

 

AfL ACTIVITY: GROUPS 
An assessment activity which involves groups or 3 or 
more.  

AfL ACTIVITY: INDIVIDUAL 
An assessment activity which involves pupils working 
as individuals. 

 

AfL ACTIVITY: PAIRS 
An assessment activity which involves pupils working 
in pairs.  

AfL ACTIVITY: TEACHER LED 
An assessment activity which is led by the teacher 
with the pupils following the guidance given. 

 

PLENARY: GROUP ACTIVITY 
An end of lesson plenary activity which involves 
groups or 3 or more.  

PLENARY: INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY 
An end of lesson plenary activity which involves pupils 
working as individuals. 

 

PLENARY: PAIRED ACTIVITY 
An end of lesson plenary activity which involves pupils 
working in pairs.  

PLENARY: TEACHER LED ACTIVITY 
An end of lesson plenary activity which is led by the 
teacher with the pupils following the guidance given. 

The table below explains what each icon used on the resources key represents. The key is broken down into 4 categories:  

Starters (blue)   Main lesson activities (cyan)  AfL activities (green)  Plenary (magenta) 
 

Each category is then broken down into 4 sub categories:  

Teacher led activities   Individual activities  Paired activities   Group activities 
 


